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The River Oyster Bar is a place that is a bit more in line with the nearly decrepit 

Brickell FRAME ART shop, now a measured 2 inches away from Brickell City Center’s 

gleaming, protruding concrete wall (Google the legal battle), than it is with anything new or 

gleaming or fancy in the area. Not that it’s cheap, it’s not, but the exterior with its peeling 

whitewash, low ceilings, glass French doors and simple gray awning, is more of a reminder 

of what Brickell used to be, or what Miami used to be, at least in 2003 when the restaurant 

first opened. Brickell City Center is full of places to eat, like the nearly identical concepts of 

La Centrale and the Casa Tua outpost, which is probably the main reason most people go 

there at all. These options are truly not bad– the Carbonara pasta and Diavola pizza at Casa 

Tua and the gelato at La Centrale are the best options there– but they try to emulate New 

York, or any big, bustling metropolis, so badly that any kind of Miami authenticity gets lost. 

That’s where The River Oyster Bar comes in: it is authentic, and Miami, A.F.  

Next time you go to Brickell City Center, consider crossing the street, and once you 

open those glass French doors, you’ll probably find my Dad’s cousin Manny who works the 

bar there. He is an artist and musician and a fantastic conversationalist; if you’re up for it, as 

you wait for a table, embark on a conversation about Depeche Mode and order a dozen 



oysters with your date and some martinis. The oysters are always fresh– a mix of the 

Chatham and the Sea Cups are your best bet. Once your table is ready, you must order the 

snapper tiradito, full stop. It’s prepared with aji amarillo Peruvian style, and truly is perfect. 

That’s the thing about River Oyster Bar: it’s not new, or very fancy, the decoration is strange 

and leathery in the way you could say Flanigan’s decoration is strange (green man I don’t 

know of but feel he’s my uncle? Framed newspapers? Fishing hooks and glittery plastic fish 

everywhere but no one actually orders fish here?), but the atmosphere is cozy in a way I 

think new Miami will not be for a long time, and the food is just really, consistently, good. 

So let’s move on: have you ever ordered mussels and ordered 5 rounds of crusty 

bread for the table just to make sure every last drop of the sauce was absorbed? Maybe you 

have. But I hadn’t until I went to this place. The sauce is not what you would expect: no 

white wine or garlic near, they serve it with coconut milk, chiles, lime and ginger. It is kind of 

tropical, somewhat reminiscent of Peruvian cuisine, and just a perfect Miami addition to the 

restaurant. Get the bacalao croquettes because yes, croquetas are nearly always a must, and 

the octopus a la plancha served with salsa verde. Order the baked branzino to share and skip 

the shrimp/lobster/crab cocktail here– there’s just so much else to choose from. Finish off 

the night with the carrot cake, or if you’re up for it, walk over to Baby Jane and order 

Shishito Mules and dance to 2000’s era hip-hop in a place that is also dark, also intimate, also 

strangely decorated, and just very, very Miami.  

 


